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ENGLISH

The Dysopticon Lies.
SYNOPSIS
Robyn awakes from a strange dream to find that she has lost 6 months
of her memory. Confused, she hears a noise and opens her closet to find
Senator O’Malley tied up and gagged. Someone is kicking down her door,
and she runs…
DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
I’ve always been fascinated by time travel, and all of the paradoxes
involved in moving through time. When writing this film, I wanted to look
at what would happen if someone had the opportunity to kill a villain who
would ruin the future -- “what would you do if you could kill Hitler?” -and create a character that faced this dilemma. However, when working
on the story, we found that time travel creates lots of layers, and lots of
paths. What if multiple versions of the future were fighting for control of the
present and the past?
PRODUCTION
The production team has worked together on seven short films. This
project was created over several weekends in Boston and Fitchburg,
MA during the summer of 2014. Our crew of professionals and students,
along with a great cast, spent several days at a house in Boston, and then
built and filmed the “dysopticon” on a sound-stage at Fitchburg State
University.
The film premiered at the Chain NYC Film Festival 2015.

FILMMAKERS
Matthew is Professor and Chair of Digital Filmmaking at Lesley University. He is half of the artist
team Harvey Loves Harvey, who are represented by Gallery Kayafas in Boston. He is the Publisher
Emeritus of the art magazine Big Red & Shiny.
In 2013 he released his award-winning documentary film 16 Photographs At Ohrdruf, which won
Best of Fest at the G.I. Film Festival, Best Documentary at Chain NYC and Best Cinematography
at the Boston International Film Festival. The documentary has been screened internationally, and
MATTHEW NASH
writer, director & editor

was released in German and French-language versions. It has international distribution, including
Amazon and Hulu.

matt@mr-nash.com
James Manning is an artist and curator with a long history in the arts community of Boston. For more
than twenty years, James has curated dozens of exhibitions and he has designed and installed
hundreds of exhibits for many of Boston’s alternative arts venues, galleries and museums. Building
on his childhood obsession of dismantling and reverse engineering the family television, VCR and
stereo, he focuses working on new media and technology based exhibits.
James is also a producer, videographer and editor, working with artists, galleries and museums to
capture, present and document artistic experiences. He has produced and directed short films for
JAMES MANNING

the Boston 48 Hour Film Project. As an artist, he has exhibited and performed in numerous galleries,

producer & audio post

art festivals and public art venues. His current work involves using his collection of vintage video

james@artvigor.org

game systems to generate 8-bit imagery and sound.

Jeffu was born in San Diego, California in 1970. He received a BA from the University of Michigan
in 1992, and an MFA from the School of the Museum of Fine Arts / Tufts University in 1997. He lives
in Groton, MA and works in Fitchburg, MA, where he is Professor of Communications Media at
Fitchburg State University.
Warmouth’s work has been exhibited and screened internationally and he has been reviewed in
numerous publications.
JEFFU WARMOUTH
director of photography

In 2014, the Fitchburg Art Museum in Fitchburg, MA featured Warmouth’s mid-career retrospective
Jeffu Warmouth: NO MORE FUNNY STUFF.

jeffu@jeffu.tv
Rob found his love of photography with a cereal box prize 110 camera at age 7.  Now 35, he has
turned that love into a career after pursuing photography in high school and graduating magna cum
laude from the Art Institute of Boston.  Creating images for ad agencies and other high-end clients,
his visually multi-lingual approach includes many different styles, techniques and treatments to
meet his client’s needs.  
As a professional artist, Rob has exhibited in Boston, New York City, Kansas, Zhaoqing China, New
Delhi, The Netherlands and Novobirisk Russia.
ROB COSHOW
associate producer & key grip
rob@dividedbyxero.com

Based out of Boston, Massachusetts, Rob is ready to travel across the globe for any client, for any
shot, at any time.

THE CAST

BREE ELROD
as Robyn

COLIN TRACY
as Senator O’Malley

JULIA MESSIER
as Ashley

SANTIAGO SEMINO
as Jeremy

MIKE WEINER

ANGEL CONNELL

HARRY PHAN

DREW KATZ

as The Janitor

as The TV Pundit

as Agent #1

as Agent #2
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written & directed by

MATTHEW NASH

executtive producer

JAMES MANNING

hair & makeup

director of photography

JEFF WARMOUTH

production audio assistant

associate producer & key grip
production audio engineer
original sound score
audio post

SAMANTHA CAREY

production assistant

JACQUELYN DECAREAU

JASON EGAN

production assistant

NIKLAS WEIKERT

IASSAC NICHOLAS

LINDSAY CHAPIN

gaffer
art specialist

JOHN LOUIS DALTERIO
JOE DEFILLIPPO

assistant director

production technician

MARISSA DEMBKOSKI

production assistant

CARLIN FRANCIS

storyboards & continuity

JOHN O’BRIEN
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assistant director

best boy

assistant art director

JOE GRAY

trailer editor
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